THE PSYCHO-ANALYTIC STUDY OF THE FAMILY
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 an abnormal extent, we may infer that an arrest of development
has taken place. Such arrests are however liable to occur in a
great many cases, since the process of learning to satisfy our
own needs by our own efforts is an arduous business which
(in virtue, we may suppose, of some aspect of the law of
inertia) many of us would fain escape if we could. Undue
dependence on the family would therefore appear to indicate a
shirking of the "life task," *'. e. an unwillingness to make the
effort which adult life itself demands, manifesting itself in an
exaggerated tendency to remain at the stage of relatively slothful
ease and maintenance through the efforts of others which is
enjoyed in infancy and early childhood.
In the neuroses the patient suffers, according to Jung, from
an unconscious tendency to return to this happy state of affairs
rather than to face the hard struggle which adult life may
enta^- This tendency expresses itself in a symbolic way,
according to the mechanisms which are characteristic of the
neuroses; and what better or more appropriate symbol is
possible than some form of exaggerated attachment to, and
dependence on, the parents — through whom alone that happy
time, to which return is now desired, was possible? Thus it
would appear from this point of view that the incestuous
fancies and wishes, to which Freud had drawn attention, are
not to be taken literally as the expression of ultimate desires,
but are only symbols of the wish to escape the hard task which
life imposes and to return once more to the irresponsible con-
dition of childhood.
There are probably no experienced psycho-analysts who
are prepared to follow Jung to this last extreme position, in
which he appears to deny all ultimate significance to the sexual
aspects of the family complexes. Jung's view would seem indeed
to involve a number of serious difficulties, amongst which the
following are perhaps the most important.
(i) It does not (as does the view expounded in the earlier
chapters) cast any light upon the origin and development of,
nor is it altogether consistent with, the very important part
wn^c^ tne sexual tendencies play in the conscious and uncon-
scions mind, quite apart from incestuous desires and fancies. If
tne principal problem of the neurotic lies in the difficulty of
bracing himself to face the tasks which life imposes, it is hard to
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